As usual, Cecil is shocked that I'm not paying attention to him…

—Daniel Picus
-Chad Ellsworth
This is Moly. She thinks it is unfair that we use a mouse all the time and wants cats to be a part of the home office setup!

-Deborah Gross
This is Millie - 4 month old German Shepherd pup!

-Becky Speikers
And this is the usual scene from my home office desk - Bacon and Millie!

-Becky Speikers
Here's a picture of my dog Bandido, he has been an amazing co-worker!

-Gisel Flores-Montoya
Cats, social distancing in my home office.

-Marla Erickson
Cat disappointed that I've eaten all the snacks.

-Marla Erickson
Let me help you--you didn't really need any of these papers, did you?

-Marla Erickson
Here is my coworker, Zelda! On vs. off!

-Beatriz Pariente-Beltran
She is not helping with motivation today ...

-Beatriz Pariente-Beltran
invading my space ....

-Beatriz Pariente-Beltran
Meet Sugar-
She's a super friendly Persian cat and a bit of a diva at times.

-Caroline Smith
Break Time?

-Mike Tie
I have a dog bed in my home office; but more often than not, Ginger, the boss of the house, is on it.

-Mike Tie
Charley

-Peggy Pfister
My dog, Snickers, kept me in good balance between work and health.

She requested daily lunch breaks in the neighborhood. She stood by this lovely chalk art on the sidewalk, done by the kids in our Mankato neighborhood.

Snickers sent her love to Carleton’s working force at home or in the office (if you have to!) As she predicted, there will be a light in the dark tunnel of this COVID-19!

-Hsianghui Liu-Spencer
I’m keeping my eye on you, Mom...
You look like you need this toy more than I do.

-Erik Warren
You're not touching that dumbbell until you give me a tummy rub!

-Erik Warren
Before you get on that infernal computer, get me some COFFEE!

-Erik Warren
'Gathering around the water (cooler) trough'
-Linda Irrthum
Sim participating in class discussion...

-Susan Jaret McKinstry
Cedar
-Rae Horton
Crowding the Break Room
-Alex Miller
My coworker is my cat Abitur Moggie Ferdinand Hall.

-Janean Hall
Abitur Moggie Ferdinand Hall

He is named for the German test given to all high school graduates to determine their future schooling. Moggie is the British term for cats from our recent travels to Great Britain. Ferdinand is for the king of Spain taken from my “Camino de Santiago” last year.

I teach organ and harpsichord for Carleton, and Abitur is my biggest music lover.

-Janean Hall
This is Pope. She's "helping".

-Lin Winton
The new employee is not very productive.

-Steve Nerka
Tomo Kitty - is just hanging on by a thread.

-Kim Devlin
Teddy Bear (Bichon Frise/Shih-Tzu) - he's just SO happy to spend another day working from home with me that he's grinning from ear to ear!

-Kim Devlin
Here are my two new cube mates, Yojo and Raven ... who for some reason insist on sitting beneath the desk rather than beside it.

-Laura Theobald
My new coworker, Polar, is very lazy and not very helpful at all.

-Farrah Pribyl
Team Meeting

-Stephanie Schroeder
Team Meeting

-Stephanie Schroeder
Meet Sitka (L) & Benetton (R).

No social distancing for those two :)

They were sitting right next to my workstation. BEST VIEW ever

-Maria Reverman
My co-worker takes breaks while climbing the stairs.

-Danny Saathoff
Layla

-Juliane Schicker
Sushi taking over the IPad.

-Sara Nielsen
Kato and Raya staring at me everyday while I'm trying to work.

-Jacki Smith
My cat is being driven nuts having his humans home full time. Or perhaps it's his cat-bin fever related to the shelter in place order. :)

-Monica Bruckner
Phoebe - She is very playful, good kitty. When she thinks I've been on Zoom for too long, she lays on her favorite bear blanket next to me, looks deep into my eyes, and tells me to come and play:)

-Helena Kaufman
Going for a ride with grandpa!

-Loretta Springer
Helping grandma stay out of trouble and keeping her warm on these cold days and nights.

-Loretta Springer
Late night working buddy-Daisy.

-Amy Erickson
Rudy is one of my coworkers. He request lap time during Zoom meeting!

-Randie Johnson
Molly

-Randie Johnson
My 4-legged coworker, Monty the wunderdog!

-Rachael Leatham
This is Charlotte - our mini goldendoodle puppy. She loves to be near my desk when I'm working... sometimes a little too near. :) 

-Jennifer Paulson
Copper, who provides emotional support while I work. And yes, he does hold my hand when he sleeps :)

-Kim Huynh
Here are two of my 13 co-workers, Noir & Nimbus. Everyone else was asleep on the job.

-Robyn Durand
Yoga cats-
I do yoga with Michelle Moad through the wellness center over lunch. I set up my mat and walked away and this is what I came back to.

-Paula Teiken
My co-workers doing the dog version of social distancing.

-Julie Anderson
Resting after a full day's work!

-Julie Anderson
Bert and Tilly...Mom's desk (and waste basket) helpers!

-Andrea Zunkel
My co-worker and I at the President's quarterly meeting!

-Trenne Fields
My dog, Frank, has decided that he needs to partake in my Zoom meetings.

-Austin Robinson-Coolidge
Riley insists on sitting on my lap because it’s the comfiest seat in this room. It’s too hard to say no sometimes, it’s so cute when he does it. :)

-Sneha Narayan
Eddie!

-Kaara Maki
Meet Jojo, She has trouble understanding how I can be home and not playing with her.  -Todd Jamison

From this past Winter.
Angel
-Sue Jandro
-George Cusack
My administrative assistant, Pooka, and my proof-reader, Pony. They're taking a nap after a hard day of emails and editing. By the way, they have no problem with Zoom!

- Annette Nierobisz
Here's my super-sweet cat, Cricket, helping out with some website work this afternoon.

-Doug Bratland
Abbie
Sr. Snuggles Officer

-Leann Tatge
Scooter
Employee Morale Officer
(In training)

-Leann Tatge
Belle - my 10 year old Yorkie. She loves to follow the sun for naps, nap in her chair, nap on the couch, lay on my lap during Zoom meetings, and follow me when I roam the apartment! - Hanah Diebold
Belle

-Hanah Diebold
This is our Guinea pig named Tiger, who's clearly wondering, "Are these all the snacks you've got?"

-Charlotte Whited
Reina hard at work!

-Nora Peterson
My favorite COVID coworker. She only wants to lay with me when I've got the computer in my lap. Also that webpage looked normal before she parked herself on my keyboard, lol. :)

-Rhemi Abrams-Fuller
I keep catching my intern sleeping on the job.

-Lindsey Feist